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Noles on Operolions

Using Verbol Reporls lo
Underslqnd Cotologing
Experlise: Two Coses

Ling Hwey Jeng

experience, knowledge ofa special type of
material, special language skill, and afffli
ation with a prestigious library institution.
Conventional wisdom such as this helps
only to distinguish noncatalogers from
catalogers at a very superftcial level; it is
not meaningful in answering the above
questions at any speciftc level. Although
t-he potential for ixpert system applici-
tions in cataloging has long been recog-
nized (Ercegovac 1984), the recent devel-
opment of cataloging expert systems (e.g.,
Davies and fames 1984; Hjerppe, et al.
1985; Ercegovac and Borko 1992) pro-
vides little [racticality beyond protoryp-
ing and demonstration (Fenly 1990). The
major obstacle to the success of expert
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systems for cataloging remains in the un-

knowns of the knowledge base-that is,

among expert catalogers.

Exrunrrsn

To understand what experts do in cata-
loging, it is necessary to begin with an
understanding of what expertise is inthe
context of a lrofession.^ The Randorn

achieve problem solutions." In problem
solving such as that found in most pro-
fessional tasks, expertise is basically a
set of requirements that must be satis-
fied in order to solve problems in a given
domain. Literature shows that experts
behave differently from nonexperts. La-

France (1989) describes the characteristics
of experts' behaviors and how they differ
from t}ose of novices. He divides the char-
acteristics into three areas: general knowl-
edge, problem-solving skills, and memory
structure (see table l).

It is believed that experts recognize

et al. 1981). Experts not only lcrow how to
recognize the ielevant elements in their
problem domains but also know how the
ilements interact and vary with context.

TABLE 1
LeFneNcn'S COMPARISON OF EXPERT AND NOVICE KNOWLEDGE CHARACTERISTICS

IGrouledge

Quantity

Quality

Problern soloing

Approach

Analysis

Focus

Speed

Memory

Structure

Organization

more

complex

schema-driven

problems

goals

automatic

clustered

high level

Iess

simple

data-&iven

solution

effects

consclous

local position

surface features

semanticExperience episodic
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abiliW to qenerate inferences and rela-
tionsihat ie not explicitly provided.

Speed is another characteristic that
distinguishes experts from novices in
problem solving. Expert bridge players
are like robots. They have great difficulty
adapting to the game when changes are
maile in the rules, especially when the
changes are extensive. Novices' perform-
ance*is less drastically affected by rule
changes. Experts' knowledge structures
are so committed to memory and so at-

tural expertise, Akin (1980) found that
expert architects recall building plans at
several levels, beginning with local pat-
terns (wall segments and doors); then
rooms, then clusters of rooms. Experts
also rely on a higher level ofabstraction in
their memory organization. For example,
when asked to replicate drawings, expert
electronic technicians do so according to
the functional nature of the components
of a circuit, such as amplifters, rectifiers,
and ftlters. Novice technicians however,

ices. Novices tendto form semantic mem-
ory, which is the knowledge of facts, hier-

"rthi""lly ".r*ged. 
Experts, on the other

hand, have good episodic memory i.e.,
the knowledge of situations constructed

(Kolodner 1983).
While LaFrance addresses the differ-

ences between experts and novices in gen-
eral, authors of other studies attempt to
address the process ofacquiring expertise
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in particular subiect areas. Benner (I984),

foi example, de.rotes se'leral chapters to a

discussioi of various levels of lcnowledge

from novice to expert and how a novice

becomes an experfin clinical nuning. She

identiftes live lwels of expertise in nursing:

Stage I is called the Novice level. At

this stage, nurses are taught about situ-

ations ii terms of objectivJ attributes and

features of their task world that can be

recognized without situational experi-

encel as well as context-free rules to guide

of the situahon.

Nurses are said to have acquired the

the problem without wasteful considera-

tionbfa larqe range ofunfruidul, alterna-

tive diagnoibs and solutions.
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KNowLEDGE AceurstrroN

sition processes

Studies oflearning and knowledge acqui-
sition processes abound in coenitive andn cognitive and
educatlonal

cilics in the process, the subject is often
asked to perform routine work (such as
cataloging a book), in which the work situ-
ation is recorded. The protocol can be
recorded via audiotape, videotape, or
written notes.

Protocol analysis has been used as a
method in expertise sfu&es in the areas of

expert sptems. Martin and Redmond

cases. Protocol analvsis has also been used
in studies of LIS (frir example, see Belkin
and Brooks 1987; Saracevic 1989). Re-
cently Thomas (1993) used a think-aloud
protocol in a qualitative study of novice
users to study the user interface of ERIC
on the Macintosh

Verbal reports are a tool commonly
used in pro[bcol analysis. Subjects are
asked to'verbalize thJir activities while
performing a particular task. The subject
may be asked to describe the process as it
occurs or to "think aloud" in work situ-

ing to van Someren et al., in investigating
&fferences in problem-solving ab-ilitiei

educational psychology. Knowledge ac-
quisition has alio beei'a topic of inlterest
among researchers in library and informa-
tion science (LIS) during the past decade.
Richardson gives an overviewof the tech-
niques .for knowledge acquisition appro-
priite for LIS in his"discu^ssion of kiriwl-

ures. The obtrusive methods involve a
face-to-face open intewiew and a one-
page, paper-and-pencil, forced-format
questionnaire. The unobtrusive measure
consists of a content analysis of a sample
of 499 machine-readable cartographic en-
tries.

Other researchers concentrate their

to utilize functions and features ofan in-

unstructured, free-flowing interviews;
and (3) protocol analpis of special tasks.
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among people, differences in difffculty

among tasks, effects of instruction, and

other-factors that have an effect on prob-

lem solving.
The use of verbal reports has some

limitations. Even within normal work set-

tings, verbal reports are an obtrusive tool

foistudving learnine behaviors. As with

other obtnisive resJarch methods, sub-
jects under study using verbal reports are

fullv aware of research obiectives. With

the outcome in mind, some subjects may

try to please the researchers, although

Norrt f1990) concludes in his study that

the obtrusiveness does not alter subjects'

thinking and performance. Verbal reports

ut" rlred for d]rect recording ofthe think-

ing and reasoning process, and are differ-

etr:t from the 
':s-econdarv 

elaboration"

method often used to study memory recall
(Elmes and Bjork 1975).

The use of verbal reports has proved

valuable in studies of learning and knowl-

CIrer,oCrNC KNOWLEDGE BASE

Cataloging is the process ofcreating sur-

rogates for documents and other bibliog-

raphic items, which involves two basic

functions: description and summarization
(Tene 1993). In the description process,

the Jataloeer describes the physical attrib-

utes of th-"e item and detdrmines useful

access points to the item. In summariza-

tion, the cataloger attempts to summarize

the intellectual content of the item by

giving it one or more subject hea&ngs and

5y 
".iignittg 

it a classilication num6er to

represent the aboutness of the intellectual

content and position the item in the con-

ceptual map of the collection.-To 
fulftll Cutterb obiects and to facili-

tate end-user retrieval (Cutter 1904), the

system of surrogates must allow known-

item searching, c tegory searching, and

selection among items. Three kinds of

knowledge enable catalogers to achieve

these objectives' (1) knowledge aboutthe
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mapping the cataloging knowledge tase.
the live categories of cataloging

knowledge, recognized as basic comPo-
nents of"the catiloging knowledge base
(Teng and Weiss 1994), have been dealt
rvitliunevenly in studies on cataloging
education and training. A cursory exami-
nation of cataloging Iiterature suggests a
common belief that there are two stages

erature as to what knowledge catalogers
acquire in formal schooling and what

to have students "learn to understand the
meaning of rule-governed creativity."
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However, little is said in his paper about
what knowledge enables the 

-cataloger 
to

reach these goals. A recent ALA coirmit-

tency in, indexing performance (Markey
1984; Chan 1989: Sievert and Andrews
1991; Giral and Taylor 1993). Most of the
studies found signi{icant inconsistencies
in assigning indexing terms or subject
headin[s uid do"ntn'"ttt the effectJ of
such inconsistencies on information re-

loging and indexing (Line 1969; Reynolds
1975; Kautto 1992). For example, ac-
cording to Kautto, catalogers sperid equal
amounts of time in analyzing a document
and assigning indexing'terris to a docu-
ment.

What are the major tasks involved in
cataloging?
What skills do catalogers exhibit in the
process ofcataloging?
What strategies and patterns do ex-
pert catalogers use in cataloging?
What are the speciftc problems of
cataloging trainingP

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

To collect data for the project, the author
spent a total of 15 weeks at the Library of
Congress under the sponsorship of LC's
Visiting Research in Cataloging Program.
Activities during the duration of her re-
search residencv included:

a questionnaire survey, which in-
volved the design of a questionnaire
and sample seleition, th6 distribution
of questionnaires, and follow-up for
nonreturns;
a verbal report exercise, in which vol-
unteers were asked to keep verbal re-
ports of their cataloging cases accord-
ing to written instructions given by the
author;
verbal protocol recording, in which
the author met with selected senior
cataloger volunteers during a typical
cataloging session in which the cata-
logers were asked to think aloud as
they cataloged and which the author
recorded and documented with notes:
and

r observation, in which the author par-
ticipated in an one-on-one training
process in order to observe the exl
perts' cataloging environment (see ta-
ble 2).

Only two methods, the protocol inter-
view and the verbal report exercise, are
described here to limit the scope of this

Paper.

RESEARCH METHoDoLoGY

PRorocol INTEnvIEw

Initial interviews were conducted with di-
vision heads to gather information and
provide orientation. These interviews
helped the authorplan the protocol analy-
sis in two phases: protocol interviews and

DATA CoLLEcTIoN

In an attempt to study the quality of cata-
loging expertise and knowledge base, a

Project was conducted in which the

organizational factors that contribute to
the establishment of cataloging expertise.
More specifically, the project attempted
to answer the following research ques-
tions:
o What are the knowledge and qualift-

cations possessed by expert catalog-
ers!'
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AcrrvrrrEs oF PRoJEcr
Cerelocrltc Expsnrlsr
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verbal report exercise. Swenty-three bib-

lioeraphi6 records and 49 authority re-

coids'*"r" cr"ated or modiffed duringthis

project.
bontent analpis was the -PrimarY
thnd used in analvzins the data col-method used in analyzing the

lected The emnhasis of data arlected. The emphasis
on ia) ftn&np the seron (a) ffn&ne the general strategies used

analysis was

Wners rN VEnBAL REPoRTS

male, while the second is assigned 606 and

described as male.

ANALYsTS oF A SELF-ADMINISTEnED
VenS,{L REPORT

The lirst verbal report by Expert 165 was

conducted as a se'lf-adminisiered verbal

routine process of descriptive catalogrng
at LC during this project helped the

author establish the setting for this case.

As in most cataloging settings at LC, Ex-
pert 165 chooses a book with the anticipa-

iion of ffndine not only the book but also

a printout of"the preliminary descriptive

LRTS O

Weeks I-7

Weeks S-1I

Weeks 9-15

Weeks 7-I5

Questionnaire
Survey

Verbal Report
Exercise

Verbal Protocol
Recording

Observation

Vrnsel, RrpONr EXERCISE

case.

Volunrenv PARTICIPATION

Because of the obtrusive nature of the

verbal reports were received from catalog-

ers who p^articipated in a self-administere-d
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(t) Any special information on slips stuck in book?
(2) No
(3) Is a personal author metioned somewhere
(4) (Not on t.p.)
(5) No
(6) Title on cover
(7) but no note,
(8) as not different proper.
(9) Ned. Economici Research Group established?

(10) Yes
(f l) What is "conducted for: master report"?
(12) Leave as is
(f3) Make a.e. for "contemporary pediatrics"?
(14) (a serial)
(15) Yes
(fG) Begin on-line work,
(f7) woihng from top of screen to bottom
(18) Addcode & date to 955
(19) Proofread245
(20) nothing to add or change
(21) 260
(22) 300 doublecheck "leaves,"

(23) not "pages"
(24) no no. prelim. p.
(25) Add a.e.s
(26) Look at Fixed fields,
(27) checkingesp. boxes 20,21,23
(28) Big Question.
(29) Is lhere one big title or title plus subtitle?
(30) I decide to leave as is & choose latter.

Figure 1. Coded Original Script ofVerbal Report by Expert 165

computer workstation with all the neces-

sary-descriptive cataloging tools, such as

the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rul'es,

second edition (AACR2) and LC's De-

scriptirse Cataloeing Manuals These are

standard tools Jn iach cataloger's desk

and are consulted by the cataloger when

ceeded; this is typically noted on a special

slip stuck in the book. Not finding any

such slip, she proceeded to examine trhe

title page. The question in Step 3 was very

likely triggere{by the potential applica-

tion of AAcn2 rule 2l.lBl, 21.44 and

2L.48, in which the cataloger is to deter-

mine if there is a corporate body involved

on the title page. The action, in turn, is

probablv trigsered by her noticing a cor-

irorate bodv-on the title page, althouAh

ihi. *"r n6t do"u*"ttteci ii the verdal

establishing the Statement of Responsi-

bilities, Expert f65 at this point decided

to keep heiattention on the bibliographic

data oir the tide paqe. She compared the

title on the cov& ilith that on the title

page. She immediately decided that there
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was no need to create a note. This was

based on the AACM rules governing use
of notes to indicate a different cover tide
if.one exists; Step 8 gives an explanation
of AACM, nle 2.784. Step 9 indicates

ducted before the decision in Step l0

could be made, although the search was
not reported in this verbal report.

Step II indicates that the expert con-

tinuedher examination of the title page,

her answer in Step 15 that the phrase is a
serial title related- to the book, therefore
requiring an added entry.

Up to Step 15, Expert 165 concen-
trated her attention on the item at hand

displayed on screen), the cataloger turned
her attention to the online screen. Step 17
describes the worldlow that follows the

screen &splay. Step 18 results from the
LC's internal administrative routine,
which requires all catalogers to identif
themselve's and date each"record in Fielil
955 as an integral part of the process;
Most catalogers do io as the initial step
when they create or edit a record on
screen.

Because Expert 165 worked on an ex-
isting record, the main process was proof-
reading bibliographic d-ata in fields, as in-

40(4) . Notes on Operations /35L

dicated in Step 19..The word leaoes in

field 300 caueht her eye in Step 22 be-

cause it is a tErm that deviates from the

pleted the process of descriptive cata-

Ioging. But in this case, Expert 165 went

backio the item and identified another

not consult the tools or rules, nor was

book exist that addresses the interpreta-

the record? The answer is not aPPar-

ent from the self-administered verbal

report.
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1. Check if it is duplicate
2. edit Field 260 (iublication and distribudon, etc area) and ffxed ffeld information

[no 300 for cip rec.]
3. Lack to 2a5 (utle and statement of responsiblities area), wonder out loud about the

subiect
4. Iill in 100 (main entry, personal names) without checking the name authority lile

3. {ill in a note in Field 504
6. browse the table of contents and other preliminaries

7 . {ill in Field 020 (lsBN), check the validity of rseN

8. check Subject Cataloging Manual for theologic-al heading

9. check name authority"flE for Ifi) heading [o-k?J
10. browse otherworks bythe author
I1. check other works wiih title "English enlightenmenf', consult 650 of some of the

records
12. read summary, comparing 650 (subject hea&ngs) headings with summary,

13. browse table ofcontents and the list ofillustrations

14. read acknowledgement to see ifother thinkers are involved

15. decide to drop ';Heaven and hell" as a subject heading, and adopt the two from the

other heading
16. add ffxed information for Field 043 (geographic code)

L7. add two more subject headings for England-Intellectual life

18. search the LC online catalog,*MuMS 6y sublect heading using the command: find

afterlife
search for subject authority record for the heading: Future life

read all the headings and notes in 4roi and 5:ol
note the class number "BT899 or so"
{ind s Future doctrines; use f = bo command to limit the search to books

browse the list, display a few records and their sublect headings, thinhng about
"Christianity" as a subdivision
find s enlightenment. consult sublect authority record, sh85-44032

nccs. Del#e the 2 SHs for Englani-Intellectrial life. Change them to Enlighten-

ment-England
26. correct a sttbffeld code in Field 650 (subject heading)

27. browse the summary again
28. recall the record usinq*"n@s" command and read the screen

29. check the index of clisification schedule, BT, for Future state. Future life.

30. look at the page for 8T899
31. use General w:orks. 1951-. pcrd to proofread

Figure 2. Coded Script of the Verbal Report by Expert 606

19.
20.
2L.
22.
23,

24.
25.

ANALYSIS OF A THINK.ALOUD PROTOCOL

The second verbal report represents a

been trained to conduct both descriptive
and su\ect cataloging of the same item
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on subject analysis, a new focus oflearning

for him.
As with the analysis of the ftrst verbal

report above, some information about the

cataloging setting is in order before the
analysis of this verbal report begins. In

this case, Expert 606 was conducting both

description and summarization with the

purpose of creating a cataloging-in-publi-

cation (CIP) record for a galley proof sub-

mitted by a publisher who intended to use

the CIP record upon printing ofthis book.
The galley proof included dl preliminary
pages and the beginning chapter of the

book. The interview took place in a cubi-
cle containing cataloging workstation. Ex-

pert 606 had the galley proof pages and
the copyright registration sheets submit-
ted along with the galley proof by the

publisher. Unlike in the previous case, no

preliminary record for this item existed

prior to the interview.

The first steps Expert 606 took were

to determine whether this item fell into

the subject scope of the cataloging
fs2m-i.s., religion, psychology and

philosophy-and whether it was a dupli-

cate. Once those two administrative

questions were answered, the cataloger
called up an empty workform on the
screen and began to input bibliographic
data into field 260 (publication, distri-
bution, etc.) and related fixed field
boxes. He indicated that there would be
no field 300 (physical description) since

this would be a CIP record. Once bibli-

ographic data related to publisher and

publication were completed on the
screen work{brm, the cataloger turned
his attention to field 100 (main entry,
personal name) and filled in the authort
name according to his knowledge of
AACR2 chapter 24. He did not check
the name in the LC Name Authority
File first. Data for the bibliographi'c
note in field 504 were orovided as the
next step. Upon finishing that, Expert
606 browsed the table of contents and
the preliminary pages to see what the

book was about. In doing so, he encoun-
tered the ISBN number and immedi-
ately filled in the ISBN data in field 020
and checked its validity.

As Expert 606 browsed the table of
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contents and added some possible subject
headings to 650 ftelds (subject headlings)
for this item, he checked LC's Subject
Cataloging Mamral for theological head-
ings. Not finding anything particular, he
searched the personal name in the
LCNAF to verify the form of heading in
ffeld 100. To do so, he switched to the
MUMS cataloging system, searched the
author's name, and found some of the
author's works with the phrase "English

enlightenment" either in the titles or in
the subject headings. He proceeded with
a title search using the phrase and con-
sulted the headings in the 650 lields of
those items found in this search.

Not satisfied with the subject headings
he had on his worHbrm, Expert 606 re-
tumed to the itdm in hand. He read the
the summary provided by the publisher on
the copyright registration sheets and.con-
sidered some of the headings found in the
above title search. At this point, the cata-
loger browsed the table o{'contents again
and read through the Iist of illustrations.
He also read the acknowledgments to see
if names of other thinkers were men-
tioned. Upon doingso, he decidedto drop
one heading and added two other head-
ings. A quick switch from subject catalog-
ing to descriptive cataloging and back to
subject cataloging occurred when Expert
606 added the ffxed information {br lield
043 (geographic code). Upon returning to
subject cataloging work, he added two
more subject headings related to "Eng-

land-Intellectual life." He then searched
the MUMS catalog for the subject head-
ing "Afterlife," and also searched LC's
Subject Authority File lbr "Future lifb"
and read all the headings and notes in
Fields dO( and 5)O( As he did that, he
noted the class numberto be "BT899" and
recorded it in fteld 050 (LC call number)
of his worldorm.

The cataloger further searched other
items with the subject heading "Future

doctrines," browsed the resulting list, and
displayed a few records. As a result ofthis
browsing, the cataloger began to consider
adding "Christianity' as a subdivision to
the subject hea&ng. Another subject
search was conducted to find the subiect
authority record for the heading "nnlifht-
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he had used earlier and browsed the sum-

ma.ry of the copyright registration sheets

agaln.

At this point, Expert 606 read the en-

tire worH'brm one more time and was

satisfied with what he saw. He then tumed

his attention to a.ssigning the classiftcation

number. He checked the classification

schedule BT under the index for "Future

state. Future life," looked at the page for

BT899. and finallv decided to use "Gen-

eral works, 1951: ." Classification work

done, Expert 606 saved the record and

called it up again on the screen to proof-

read it.

MENTAL PnocBssns

ing policy guidelines.

GENERAL STMTEGIES

edit the screen workform. The work{low

separate steP at the end.

PRoBLEM SotvINc

This strategy, although it-kept the erpert

free from distraction in the process, does

carry the risk that she might simply fbrget

to make a decision on this item' Taking a
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different approach, Expert 606 made the
special problem the central theme of his
process and tried several alternative
methods to reach his own satisfactory con-
clusions. Even when confronted wiih the
need to veri{y the name authority form lbr
the personal author, Expert 606 simply
filled in Field 100 with what he consid-
ered to be the correct {brm ofheadins and
only later retumed to verifii the for"m in
the LCNAF.

THE ROLE oF THE SCREEN WORKFORM

One particularly interesting aspect in ana-

lyzingthe verbal reports ofthe two experts
is the way in which they use the cataloging
workform on the computer screen. A
screen workform is an empty or incom-
plete cataloging record with necessary
MARC tags into which bibliographic data
are added and edited to create a catalog-
ing record for an item. The workform is
the basis of the end-product in the cata-
loging process. Calling up the screen
workform for the item at hand after she
had verilied all routine bibliographic data
needed for description, Expert 165 ap-
peared to treat the workform as some-
thing much closer to what one might call
the 6nd-product. Her verbal repJrt sug-
gests a {brmality to her process in which
enough preparation must be done before
proceeding with dealing with the screen
workform.

This is absolutely not the case for Ex-
pert 606, who called up a new workform
the moment he sat down with the item and
began filling in bibliographic datawithout
much preparation. In many cases, the data
in descriptive lields appeared incomplete
or unverilied until he went back a second
time. Potential subject headings for the
item were recorded into 650 lields as thev
were discovered at various times of thb
protocol interview, only to be deleted or
modilied later. The screen workform aD-
peared to serve the same function as'a
blackboard on which he sketched out the
blueprint of the cataloging record and
changed his sketches as his thinking
evolved. The screen workform did not be-
come the actual end-product of a biblio-
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graphic record until he saved it and called
it up again for proofreading.

PornNrr.lr Hvrorunsrs

Based on the forgoing discussion, I offer
some hypotheses on the mental processes
and the expertise of catalogers.

The lirst is related to the cataloging

record. Some expert catalogers appar-
ently follow the traditional concept that a
cataloging record is regarded as fhe end-
product of the cataloging process and
therefore tend to formalize the steps of

creating and editing cataloging records
only after a certain Ievel ofpreparation is

done. Other expert catalogers view a cata-
loging record as a workspace that can be

used to draft their ideas and store their
work progress; they consider the data in
the record to be subject to constant
change without arry fear of losing the in-
tegrity of the cataloging record. One
would think that the latter type of expert
might be more open to changing biblio-
graphic records even after they reach users.

Two issues related to this require fur-

ther investigation. One is whethir expert

catalogers favor one model over the other.
The other concerns the implications this

hypothesis has on the common institu-
tional practice among many cataloging

systems regarding whether and how an

error found in an existing record is cor-
rected and who is authorized to do the
correction.

The second hypothesis has to do with

the free use of association to build one's
own cataloging expertise, as seen in the
second verbal report. Since Expert 606
perceived subject analysis as not one ol'his
strengths (even though he possessed a few

years of experience in it and might be
considered an expert in that area by many

people), he took the liberty of using what-
ever bibliographic data he could ftnd to
research the appropriateness of subject
headings and to improve the degree of
scope-match between the subject head-
ings and the topical themes oI'the item.
Data he used in networking and associa-
tion in his protocol included (a) the

authort name, (b) the authort other
works, (c) other scholars' names associ-



ated with the author by virtue of their
appearance in the acknowledgment, and
(d) works that share similar topical terms,
among others. This networhng and asso-
ciation strategy has proven to be a very
powerful tool for learning and self-im-
provement in cataloging.

The third hypothesis offered here is
based on the observations in both verbal
reports suggesting that certain cataloging
tools were not utilized in the experts'cata-
loging process as often as one would think.
Expert 165, fbrexample, appearedso con-
ffdent in her knowledge ofrules and tools
that the use of rules and tools was never
mentioned in her verbal report. Even
when she noted the special problem of
interpreting parts ofthe title at the end of
her report, she made no attempt to check
rules or local policy documentation to see
if anything could help her decision. The
only tool she used during the process was
the Name Authority File. Expert 606, on
the other hand, make extensivo use of
tools, including the Name Authority File,
Subject Authority File, MUMS catalog,
and the Subj ect C atalo ging Marwal. This
Ieads to a possible hypothesis that catalog-
ing tools are really of two hnds-the for-
mal tools, such as AACR2 and Library of
Congress Classification systems, and the
contextual tools, which are specific to the
cataloging end-products within a particu-
lar institution-and that the formal tools
are used primarily for training, and the
contextual primarily for local practice.

CoNcr,usrox

This paper demonstrates that the use of
verbal reports is a valuable technique in
in-depth studies on the quality ofcatalog-
ing expertise. As many researchers and
practitioners alike struggle to teach cata-
loging, to explain its professionalism, to
train new catalogers, and to improve their
own acquisition of cataloging knowledge
and skills, the analysis of verbal reports,
such as done here, can provide critical
insights into the general strategies, mental
models, and problem-solving shlls of
cataloging. Further analysis of the data
gathered should offer speci{ic proofs to
test the three hypotheses described above

and better understanding of the mental

processes and expcrtise in cataloging.
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